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with Dilshan 

Before the adjectives, here’s a DISCLAIMER that I squeezed in just to protect my ‘behind’ from any annoying critics… 

As you’d expect, for every adjective that was suggested, there is a Sinhala equivalent. But the catch is that some of them 
(or dare I say, most of them) are RARELY used when speaking. 

• For example, a proper Sinhala word for ambitious is 
(apparently) ‘un∙nȧ∙thi  kaa∙mȧ∙yȧ’… My first reaction was 
“un∙nȧ∙thi what now???”. I had never even heard it before 
in normal conversation with friends (but of course it is 
possible that I’m hanging out with some illiterate dumbos…) 
 

• So my approach was to include the equivalent adjectives 
we’d use in actual conversation. Those that will not cause 
people to look at you as if you’ve lost your mind (by the 
way, for “ambitious”, I went with ‘dhi∙yu∙nu   vén∙nȧ   
u∙nan∙dhu’ (which translates into “motivated to 
progress/develop”). I’m bloody proud of that. 

 
• In conclusion, for most of the adjectives, I may not have made the best choice (I’d be happy to replace mine with 

a better alternative you could suggest), but I am confident (and cocky) enough to say that they’re not wrong 
either (again, happy to be corrected)… More importantly, when speaking I’d most likely use these adjectives myself 
(NB: In case you didn’t already know, EVERYTHING I tell you here and on the blog are things that I would use myself. 
Just trust in Dilshan…) 

A random pic taken yesterday by Awesome Father while I was 
texting… But why did it I include it here? Absolutely no idea! I 

stopped questioning my actions long time ago. You should too. 
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How to use this supplement: 
 

1. The adjectives are split according to: 
o Table 1: Adjectives That Describe Living Nouns (People & Animals) 
o Table 2: Adjectives That Describe Inanimate Nouns (Tangible & Intangible Objects) 
o Table 3: Adjectives That Describe Both Living & Inanimate Nouns 
o Table 4: Adjectives For Which I Absolutely Don’t Have A Clue!!! – (CLICK HERE IF YOU WANT TO HELP!) 

 
2. For each adjective, I’ve done the 2 versions we saw in Part 1 & Part 2 of my adjectives blog post (for example, “big” and 

“is big”) 
 

3. In the interest of being efficient (another way of saying “I got lazy”) I’ve given you 2 sample phrases on the next page 
using a living noun (“man” = ‘mi∙ni∙ha’) and an inanimate noun (“book” = ‘po∙thȧ’). I’ve then given you a few other 
nouns that these could be substituted with.  
 

4. And finally, replace whatever adjective you want with the sample adjective I’ve used which is “big” (‘loku’) 
 

Okay? All set?  

Ladies & gentlemen, thanks again for your contribution. Great team work. High fives all around! 

Enjoy! 
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Sample Phrases: 

With A Living Noun With An Inanimate Noun 

The big man lo∙ku   mi∙ni∙ha The big book lo∙ku   po∙thȧ 

The man is big mi∙ni∙ha   lo∙kuyi The book is big po∙thȧ   lo∙kuyi 
 

Substituting “man” & “book” with some other nouns: 

A few common substitutes for “man” (‘mi∙ni∙ha’) A few common substitutes for “book” (‘po∙thȧ’) 

woman gǣ∙ni house gḗ 

boy kol∙la car kaar  (‘car’)  é∙kȧ 

girl kél∙lȧ song sin∙dhu∙wȧ 

child la∙mȧ∙ya movie film  (‘film’)  é∙kȧ 

animal sa∙thaa country ra∙tȧ 

bird ku∙rul∙la place thæ∙nȧ 

fish maa∙lu∙wa story ka∙thaa∙vȧ 

dog bal∙la flower ma∙lȧ 

cat poo∙sa tree ga∙ha 
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SINHALA ADJECTIVES – MASTER LIST 

 

Table 1: Adjectives That Describe Living Nouns (People & Animals) 

 ADJECTIVE SINHALA EQUIVALENT 

 aggressive ka∙la∙ha∙kaa∙ri 
is aggressive ka∙la∙ha∙kaa∙riyi 

 ambitious dhi∙yu∙nu   vén∙nȧ   u∙nan∙dhu 

is ambitious dhi∙yu∙nu   vén∙nȧ   u∙nan∙dhuyi 

 angry tha∙ra∙hén   in∙nȧ   

is angry tha∙ra∙hén   in∙nȧ∙va 

 annoyed tha∙ra∙ha   vech∙chȧ   

is annoyed tha∙ra∙ha   vé∙laa   in∙nȧ∙va 

 arrogant a∙han∙kaa∙rȧ 

is arrogant a∙han∙kaa∙rayi 

 clever / smart / talented dhak∙shȧ 

is clever / smart / talented dhak∙shayi 

 cocky pan∙di∙thȧ 

is cocky pan∙di∙thayi 
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 confused pæ∙tȧ∙lich∙chȧ 

is confused pæ∙tȧ∙li∙la 

 dark (for a person) ka∙lu 

is dark (for a person) ka∙luyi 

 deep (for a person) nyaa∙nȧ∙van∙thȧ 

is deep (for a person) nyaa∙nȧ∙van∙thayi 

 depressed / distressed go∙dak   dhu∙kin   in∙nȧ 

is depressed / distressed go∙dak   dhu∙kin   in∙nȧ∙va 

 disappointed / sour (for a person) ka∙lȧ   ki∙rich∙chȧ 

is disappointed / sour (for a person) ka∙lȧ   ki∙ri∙la   in∙nȧ∙va 

 educated u∙gath 

is educated u∙gath 

 embarrassed / shy læj∙jȧ  

is embarrassed / shy læj∙jayi 

 emotional chith∙thȧ  vḗ∙gi 

is emotional chith∙thȧ  vḗ∙giyi 

 enamored aa∙dhȧ∙rȧ∙yén   pi∙rich∙chȧ 

is enamored aa∙dhȧ∙rȧ∙yén   pi∙ri∙la 

 excited / hopeful go∙dak   ba∙laa∙po∙roth∙thu∙wén   in∙nȧ 
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is excited / hopeful go∙dak   ba∙laa∙po∙roth∙thu∙wén   in∙nȧ∙va 

 friendly yaa∙lu 

is friendly yaa∙luyi 

 frustrated / fed up é∙paa   véch∙chȧ 

is frustrated / fed up é∙paa   vé∙la   in∙nȧ∙va 

 funny (person) vi∙hi∙lu   kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ 

is funny (person) vi∙hi∙lu   kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ∙va 

 generous nir∙lō∙bȧ 

is generous nir∙lō∙bayi 

 graceful si∙ri∙yaa∙van∙thȧ 

is graceful si∙ri∙yaa∙van∙thayi 

 grateful / thankful sthoo∙thi∙van∙thȧ 

is grateful / thankful sthoo∙thi∙van∙thayi 

 greedy kǣ∙dhȧ∙rȧ 

is greedy kǣ∙dhȧ∙rayi 

 grumpy / morose ik∙mȧ∙nȧ∙tȧ   tha∙ra∙ha   ya∙nȧ 

is grumpy / morose ik∙mȧ∙nȧ∙tȧ   tha∙ra∙ha   ya∙nȧ∙va 

 handsome ka∙dȧ∙va∙sam 

is handsome ka∙dȧ∙va∙sam 
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 happy sa∙thu∙tén  in∙nȧ 

is happy sa∙thu∙tuyi 

 hateful (for a person) vayi∙rȧ∙yȧ   kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ 

is hateful (for a person) vayi∙rȧ∙yȧ   kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ∙va 

 helpful (for a person) u∙dhawu  ka∙rȧ∙nȧ 

is helpful (for a person) u∙dhawu  ka∙rȧ∙nȧ∙va 

 honest (for a person) æth∙thȧ  ki∙yȧ∙nȧ 

is honest (for a person) æth∙thȧ  ki∙yȧ∙nȧ∙va 

 humble / modest ni∙hȧ∙thȧ∙maa∙ni 

is humble / modest ni∙hȧ∙thȧ∙maa∙niyi 

 intelligent budh∙dhi∙math 

is intelligent budh∙dhi∙math 

 jealous ee∙ri∙si∙ya   kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ 

is jealous ee∙ri∙si∙yayi 

 kind / kind-hearted ka∙ru∙naa∙van∙thȧ 

is kind / kind-hearted ka∙ru∙naa∙van∙thayi 

 lazy kam∙mæ∙li 

is lazy kam∙mæ∙liyi 

 nasty / wicked na∙pu∙ru 
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is nasty / wicked na∙pu∙ruyi 

 perplexed / surprised pu∙dhu∙mȧ   véch∙chȧ 

is perplexed / surprised pu∙dhu∙mȧ   vé∙laa 

 proud aa∙dam∙bȧ∙rȧ 

is proud aa∙dam∙bȧ∙rayi 

 reliable / trustworthy vish∙vaa∙sȧ   ka∙ran∙nȧ   pu∙lu∙wan 

is reliable / trustworthy vish∙vaa∙sȧ   ka∙ran∙nȧ   pu∙lu∙wan 

 relieved sa∙ha∙nȧ   véch∙chȧ 

is relieved sa∙ha∙nȧ   vé∙laa 

 scared ba∙yȧ   vé∙laa   in∙nȧ 

is scared ba∙yayi 

 scatterbrained a∙vȧ∙dhaa∙nȧ∙yak   næ∙thi 

is scatterbrained a∙vȧ∙dhaa∙nȧ∙yak   nǣ 

 self-important u∙dȧňgu 

is self-important u∙dȧňguyi 

 selfish aath∙maar∙thȧ∙kaa∙mi 

is selfish aath∙maar∙thȧ∙kaa∙miyi 

 shallow (for a person) sa∙rȧ∙lȧ 

is shallow (for a person) sa∙rȧ∙layi 
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 shocked kam∙paa   kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ 

is shocked kam∙paa   kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ∙va 

 shy læj∙jȧ 

is shy læj∙jayi 

 sleepy ni∙dhi∙ma∙thȧ 

is sleepy ni∙dhi∙ma∙thayi 

 sporty kree∙daa∙vȧ∙tȧ   læ∙dhi 

is sporty kree∙daa∙vȧ∙tȧ   læ∙dhiyi 

 stingy lō∙bȧ 

is stingy lō∙bayi 

 stubborn mu∙ran∙du 

is stubborn mu∙ran∙duyi 

 superstitious vi∙lab∙dhi∙yȧ   gæ∙nȧ   vish∙vaa∙sȧ   thi∙yé∙nȧ 

is superstitious vi∙lab∙dhi∙yȧ   gæ∙nȧ   vish∙vaa∙sȧ   thi∙yé∙nȧ∙va 

 tough (for a person) dhayir∙yȧ∙van∙thȧ 

is tough (for a person) dhayir∙yȧ∙van∙thayi 

 welcoming saa∙dhȧ∙rȧ∙yén   pi∙li∙gan∙nȧ 

is welcoming saa∙dhȧ∙rȧ∙yén   pi∙li∙gan∙nȧ∙va 
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Table 2: Adjectives That Describe Inanimate Nouns (Tangible & Intangible Objects) 

 ADJECTIVE SINHALA EQUIVALENT 

 amusing vi∙nō∙dhaath∙mȧ∙kȧ 
is amusing vi∙nō∙dhaath∙mȧ∙kayi 

 bitter (taste) thith∙thȧ 

is bitter (taste) thith∙thayi 

 cold see∙thȧ∙lȧ 

is cold see∙thȧ∙layi 

 comfortable sæ∙pȧ∙pa∙ha∙su 

is comfortable sæ∙pȧ∙pa∙ha∙suyi 

 dangerous a∙nȧ∙thu∙ru∙dhaa∙yȧ∙kȧ 

is dangerous a∙nȧ∙thu∙ru∙dhaa∙yȧ∙kayi 

 dark (for an object) aňdhu∙ru 

is dark (for an object) aňdhu∙ruyi 

 deep (for an object) gæmbu∙ru 

is deep (for an object) gæmbu∙ruyi 

 difficult a∙maa∙ru 

is difficult a∙maa∙ruyi 

 disgusting / gross ap∙pi∙ri∙ya  kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ 
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is disgusting / gross ap∙pi∙ri∙yayi 

 easy lḗ∙si 

is easy lḗ∙siyi 

 enjoyable sa∙thu∙tu  dhé∙nȧ 

is enjoyable sa∙thu∙tu  dhé∙nȧ∙va 

 entertaining vi∙nō∙dhȧ   ja∙nȧ∙kȧ 

is entertaining vi∙nō∙dhȧ   ja∙nȧ∙kayi 

 funny (object, movie, etc.) hi∙naa   ya∙nȧ 

is funny (object, movie, etc.) hi∙naa   ya∙nȧ∙va 

 hateful (for an object) vayi∙rȧ∙yén   pi∙rich∙chȧ 

is hateful (for an object) vayi∙rȧ∙yén   pi∙ri∙la   thi∙yé∙nȧ∙va 

 hot ras∙né 

is hot ras∙néyi 

 narrow hee∙ni 

is narrow hee∙niyi 

 outdated pa∙rȧ∙nȧ 

is outdated pa∙rȧ∙nayi 

 salty lu∙nu  thi∙yé∙nȧ 

is salty lu∙nu  thi∙yé∙nȧ∙va 
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 shallow (for an object) no∙gæmbu∙ru 

is shallow (for an object) no∙gæmbu∙ruyi 

 sour (for an object) æmbul 

is sour (for an object) æmbul 

 spicy sæ∙rȧ 

is spicy sæ∙rayi 

 sweet (for an object) pæ∙ni   ra∙ha 

is sweet (for an object) pæ∙ni   ra∙hayi 

 tasty ra∙ha 

is tasty ra∙hayi 

 tough (for an object) hayi∙yȧ 

is tough (for an object) hayi∙yayi 

 uncomfortable sæ∙pȧ∙pa∙ha∙su   næ∙thi 

is uncomfortable sæ∙pȧ∙pa∙ha∙su   næ∙hæ 

 wide pa∙lal 

is wide pa∙lal 
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Table 3: Adjectives That Describe Both Living Nouns & Inanimate Nouns 

 ADJECTIVE SINHALA EQUIVALENT 
 amazing ma∙vi∙thȧ   kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ 

is amazing ma∙vi∙thȧ   kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ∙va 

 annoying / bothering ka∙rȧ∙dhȧ∙rȧ   kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ 

is annoying / bothering ka∙rȧ∙dhȧ∙rȧ   kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ∙vȧ 

 awesome ma∙ru 

is awesome maa∙rayi 

 awful ap∙rȧ∙san∙nȧ 

is awful ap∙rȧ∙san∙nayi 

 beautiful las∙sȧ∙nȧ 

is beautiful las∙sȧ∙nayi 

 chaotic pi∙li∙vé∙lak   næ∙thi 

is chaotic pi∙li∙vé∙lak   nǣ 

 charming / delightful prȧ∙san∙nȧ 

is charming / delightful prȧ∙san∙nayi 

 classy / sophisticated u∙sas 

is classy / sophisticated u∙sas 

 clean pi∙ri∙si∙dhu 
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is clean pi∙ri∙si∙dhuyi 

 cute pri∙yan∙kȧ∙rȧ 

is cute pri∙yan∙kȧ∙rayi 

 dirty ki∙lu∙tu 

is dirty ki∙lu∙tuyi 

 disreputable / not famous ap∙rȧ∙sidh∙dhȧ 

is disreputable / not famous ap∙rȧ∙sidh∙dhayi 

 doubtful sæ∙kȧ 

is doubtful sæ∙kayi 

 elegant ka∙dhi∙mȧ 

is elegant ka∙dhi∙mayi 

 famous / reputable / well-known prȧ∙sidh∙dhȧ 

is famous / reputable / well-known prȧ∙sidh∙dhayi 

 good / nice hoňdhȧ 

is good / nice hoňdhayi 

 goofy / silly / dim mō∙dȧ 

is goofy / silly / dim mō∙dayi 

 heavy ba∙rȧ 

is heavy ba∙rayi 
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 important væ∙dhȧ∙gath 

is important væ∙dhȧ∙gath 

 insane / mad / crazy pis∙su 

is insane / mad / crazy pis∙su 

 interesting a∙poo∙ru 

is interesting a∙poo∙ruyi 

 light (weight related) sæ∙hæl∙lu 

is light (weight related) sæ∙hæl∙luyi 

 noisy / loud sad∙dhȧ 

is noisy / loud sad∙dhayi 

 perverse dhush∙tȧ 

is perverse dhush∙tayi 

 plain / ordinary / everyday saa∙maan∙yȧ 

is plain / ordinary / everyday saa∙maan∙yayi 

 quiet nish∙shab∙dhȧ 

is quiet nish∙shab∙dhayi 

 religious aa∙gȧ∙mȧ∙tȧ   læ∙dhi 

is religious aa∙gȧ∙mȧ∙tȧ   læ∙dhiyi 

 rude pa∙ru∙shȧ 
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is rude pa∙ru∙shayi 

 sad dhu∙kȧ 

is sad dhu∙kayi 

 scary ba∙yȧ   kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ 

is scary ba∙yȧ   kȧ∙rȧ∙nȧ∙va 

 smelly / stinky gaňdhȧ 

is smelly / stinky gaňdhayi 

 special / fabulous / fantastic / superb vi∙shḗ∙shȧ 

is special / fabulous / fantastic / superb vi∙shḗ∙shayi 

 terrible dha∙ru∙nu 

is terrible dha∙ru∙nuyi 

 unbelievable vish∙vaa∙sȧ  kȧ∙ran∙nȧ   bæ∙ri 

is unbelievable vish∙vaa∙sȧ  kȧ∙ran∙nȧ   bǣ 

 unforgettable a∙mȧ∙thȧ∙kȧ   vén∙né   næ∙thi 

is unforgettable a∙mȧ∙thȧ∙kȧ   vén∙né   nǣ 

 wonderful go∙dak   hoňdhȧ 

is wonderful go∙dak   hoňdhayi 
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Adjectives For Which I Absolutely Don’t Have A Clue!!! 

 ADJECTIVE SINHALA EQUIVALENT 
 boring  
is boring  

 clumsy  

is clumsy  

 exciting  

is exciting  

 passive  

is passive  

 creepy  

is creepy  

 resourceful  

is resourceful  

 
 
 

I give up !!! 

 
By any chance, if you know these adjectives (or you know someone who does) then go 

to the following page and put me out of my misery, will ya? 
 

http://www.lazybutsmartsinhala.com/do-any-of-you-know-these-adjectives-in-sinhala/ 

 

http://www.lazybutsmartsinhala.com/names-of-animals-in-sinhala/
http://www.lazybutsmartsinhala.com/laziest-way-to-learn-sinhala-adjectives/
http://www.lazybutsmartsinhala.com/learn-sinhala-adjectives-part-2/
http://www.lazybutsmartsinhala.com/do-any-of-you-know-these-adjectives-in-sinhala/

